Cortical mechanisms for auditory spatial illusions.
Frequency transformation by the external ears provides the spectral cues for localization of broadband sounds in the vertical plane. When human subjects listen to spectrally-impoverished narrowband sounds presented in a free field, the perceived locations vary with the centre frequency and are largely independent of the actual source locations. The present study explored the substrate of spatial illusion by examining the responses of cortical neurons to narrowband stimuli. Single-unit responses were recorded in area A2 of anaesthetized cats. Broadband noise bursts were presented at 14 locations in the vertical median plane, from 60 degrees below the front horizon, up and over the head, to 20 degrees below the rear horizon. Narrowband (1/6-oct) noise bursts were presented at + 80 degrees elevation. An artificial neural network was trained to recognize the spike patterns elicited by broadband noise and, thereby, to register the spike patterns with sound-source elevation. When the trained network was presented with neural responses elicited by narrowband noise, the elevation estimated by the neural network varied with the centre frequency of the narrowband stimuli. Consistent with psychophysical results in human, the locations associated with a given centre frequency could be predicted by comparing the stimulus spectrum with the directional transfer functions of the cat's external ear. The results support the hypothesis that full spike patterns (including spike counts and spike timing) of cortical neurons code information about sound location and that the auditory cortical neurons play a pivotal role in localization behaviour.